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[00:18:04] interviewer -- I didn’t know that about being a two percenter and I definitely can 
kind of relate to like having to like put on a face - a mask to follow these things we see on 
social media and, you know, just trying to not be a 2 percenter which I’m a 2 percenter. So 
what advice would you give to a first generation student coming to A&M? 
[00:18:34] I know it’s kind of general, but it can be general advice as well. 
[00:18:40] interviewee -- Definitely. So like I was a region scholar, not I was not a reading 
scholar. I was a region scholar counselor, because the regional scholars are first 
generation students. And so, like, I would like I was in there for. I think I’m into like maybe 
like three groups, groups or first generation freshmen. And like just explaining them, they 
like especially to the students of color. And like just all of them in general, like because 
you’re all first generation students of as hard as like it’s definitely gonna be difficult here, 
especially like if you came here, like with no one. And like, definitely use the resources I 
know yesterday or the day before. Like, they actually had the first undergraduate first 
generation Aggie organization meeting. So like, there’s definitely resources like here now 
for first generation students to definitely reach out. 
[00:19:30] And like, it’s hard, like you need to like find like your body of people that, like, 
can support you, like you get to like create your own support system here. 
[00:19:39] And like, there’s nothing wrong with, like, reaching out. The worst thing you 
could do is not talk to somebody. And like because like, I just, like, try to stay like solitude. 
My first semester, because I really feel like I didn’t like the school. And that was definitely 
like negatively impact for me. So definitely reaching out. So like the resources that A&M 
has, what help you and like your for like being a first generation college student because 
you don’t like. You know, I can’t talk to my parents about causes like like they respect that 
I’m here. But like, you know, tell my mom, you know, about like the issues I’m doing, like 
with budgeting and public finance. You know, she don’t know what that is. You know, you 
don’t know like the grading system works. And like, you know, I taught you, you know, I tell 
her I’m stressed out and she’s like, “oh mijo. I’ll pray for you.” You know, like that’s our 
resolve, right? You know, like. But like, you need to find somebody that you can, like, hash 
and like talk to, like about the stress that you’re feeling like someone that is going through 
the same shit you are. 
[00:20:37] interviewer -- Yes. Yes, they can kind of relate. Yeah. My mom is the same way 



I have to explain to her like I like the acronyms for the class name like “Aero”. She’s like, 
she barely understood that like last night. 
[00:20:54] But yeah. How long ago were you an undergraduate? or like a 
freshman. 
I graduated May 2018. Yeah, that’s one of guys which for me and then I worked in D.C. and 
then I started last fall again, so I took you know, I was born a year May, and then I made a. 
[00:21:17] Sort of a year in a couple months. Yeah. But, are you excited to finish it out? 
 
[00:21:23] Yeah. I graduate next May and I am done with grad school. i’ve actually been up for 
24 hours straight right now. I had a lot of papers to turn in this morning. 
 
 


